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CasebookPlus.com.The Unabridged Eleventh Edition offers detailed information on corporate law

and covers new principal cases, text, and explanatory materials designed to illustrate the

development of corporate law. In preparing this edition, Professors Eisenberg and Cox reviewed all

the principal cases and, where appropriate, re-edited them to tighten the writing while preserving a

full-bodied presentation of the facts and discussion.
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The substantive content of the textbook is fine (typical Corporations textbook) but the text itself is

RIDDLED with typos and other errors. I think the publisher/editors should be embarrassed, it seems

like no one proofread this book at all-- even though most of them are small and didn't impede my

understanding, it's seriously irritating to have to read many sentences twice because the author left

out a word or seemingly started a new sentence in the middle of the last one. And spelling parties'

names wrong or simply using the wrong name (Roland instead of Ronald, for instance) is pitiful. I

guess if you're looking at this textbook it's been assigned to you and you have no choice but to buy

it so my ranting means nothing, but prepare yourself for an extremely shoddy book for your $200.

This book's authors, editors, and publisher should be ashamed of this product. It is evident that no

one took the time to edit or proofread the material. The book is riddled with typos and sentences



that simply are not grammatically correct. Professors, please take this under advisement and don't

make your students contribute to this poor product's success.

Law Students: Please be advised that the quality of this book is absolutely terrible--unless, of

course, wading through a quagmire of typos while you are trying to prep for class sounds fun. As a

law student, I had no choice but to pay over $200.00 for this book, because it was assigned for one

of my courses. Unfortunately for me, the number of typos in the book make already-difficult reading

nearly unbearable. The publisher/editors of this book should be ashamed of this product. A brand

new batch of law review editors from a bottom-tier law school could have done a better job editing

this book than these editors did.The worst part is that some of the typos actually obscure the

meaning of the cases and law review articles cited within the text (e.g., a case where a corporate

board member's name was so egregiously misspelled that it appeared that there was an entirely

separate member on the board, which would have been determinative as to who made up the

majority of board members, which in turn would have been determinative of the case outcome). It is

utterly unacceptable to sell law students--who are already short on time, and bled dry of financial

resources by textbooks like these--such a subpar product. It is especially upsetting to have to spend

extra time trying to figure out what the authors were attempting to say because the typos are so bad

that the sentences do not even make sense.Word to the wise law student: avoid this book like the

plague. Buy Examples and Explanations, pay attention in class, and if you need to fill in a gap,

check this book out at your law library.
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